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a b s t r a c t

We use Human Microbiome Project (HMP) cohort (Peterson et al., 2009) to infer personalized oral micro-
bial networks of healthy individuals. To determine clustering of individuals with similar microbial pro-
files, co-regularized spectral clustering algorithm is applied to the dataset. For each cluster we
discovered, we compute co-occurrence relationships among the microbial species that determine micro-
bial network per cluster of individuals. The results of our study suggest that there are several differences
in microbial interactions on personalized network level in healthy oral samples acquired from various
niches. Based on the results of co-regularized spectral clustering we discover two groups of individuals
with different topology of their microbial interaction network. The results of microbial network inference
suggest that niche-wise interactions are different in these two groups. Our study shows that healthy
individuals have different microbial clusters according to their oral microbiota. Such personalized micro-
bial networks open a better understanding of the microbial ecology of healthy oral cavities and new
possibilities for future targeted medication. The scripts written in scientific Python and in Matlab, which
were used for network visualization, are provided for download on the website http://learning-machi-
nes.com/.

� 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction and background

Although oral health has a great influence on an individual’s
quality of life [2], dental medicine has focused mainly on disease
states, comparing healthy and unhealthy individuals [3,4]. While
this approach has proved its practical usefulness, it has not
explained why certain healthy individuals are prone to disease
than others. Recent changes in computational biology methods
now provide oral health scientists with access to large amounts
of -omics data, which promise potentially novel insights into the
underlying patterns of the healthy oral state. A rapid reduction in
costs and the rapid development of computational algorithms
now allow oral microbiota to be analyzed at a metagenomics level.
However, mining metagenomics datasets is not a trivial task, and
there are many questions on how to get a general overview of
microbial communities on the OTU (Operational Taxonomical
Unit) level.

We aim to answer an important question in the study of
metagenomics: whether microbial species are present either in a
single homogenous population in their own ecological niche, or
in several distinct interacting communities. Understanding such
interactions could lead to more effective treatment strategies of
dental diseases in which microorganisms play role in their pro-
gress. We see three main challenges on the way to achieve goal
of having novel insights in microbial network interactions of bac-
terial communities. The first concerns the best method of finding
groups or clusters hidden behind the data. Publicly available data-
sets such as those collected during the Human Microbiome Project
(HMP) [1] provide excellent opportunities to test the applicability
of various clustering approaches. For instance, it is possible to
incorporate existing knowledge about phylogenetic tree-based dis-
tances [5]. However, a single method can have disadvantages, and
it is sometimes better to combine several clustering algorithms to
get more accurate results [6].

The second challenge is that although clustering by itself pro-
vides better understanding of the groupings of microbial
communities, a more comprehensible means of visualization is fre-
quently required. A microbial network is one such mean because a
network representation of bacterial community gives an intuitively
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better way of understanding interactions between microbial
groups. This understanding may lead to better treatment proce-
dures and results. When we talk about networks we mean all bio-
logical networks in a wide range. They include protein, gene or
microbial interaction networks. Such networks could be con-
structed at multiple levels, such as cellular, ecological and supra-
organismal [7]. Biological networks provide many advantages like,
for example, identification of early-warning signals associated with
the critical transition in disease progression [8]. By analyzing them
it is also possible to discover robust and specific biomarkers of dis-
ease [9]. Due to their visual simplicity, biological networks reveal
important components of biological systems such as essential
genes by identifying important topology nodes such as bottlenecks
in regulatory networks [10].

Thirdly, it is possible to build a network based on a single
individual’s data and apply specific treatment per individual based
on his or her -omics profile. Such personalized approach allows
applying the right treatment on the right cause at the right
moment of time for the particular patient [11]. Thus, clustering
algorithms can be combined with network visualization methods
to use personalized medicine in any medical field.

Taking into account all these challenges, one might wonder if it
is practically possible to combine clustering algorithms, biological
networks, complex metagenomics data, and personalized clinical
treatment. To support our claim that the answer is ‘‘Yes’’, we
wished to establish whether there are any differences in microbial
interactions on personalized network level in healthy oral samples
acquired from various niches during HMP study. Firstly, we were
inspired by Huttenhower et al. [13] who demonstrated the value
of Nearest Neighbor Networks (NNN) for generating clusters of
genes with similar expression profiles. NNN is a graph-based algo-
rithm which prompted us to use the graph-theory-based clustering
method to reveal clusters in metagenomics data. To reveal co-oc-
curence relationships among OTU, we used adapted spectral clus-
tering algorithm [14], particularly suited for complex
metagenome data [15] because it outperforms other clustering
algorithms such as K-means and hierarchical clustering.
Furthermore, Faust et al. [16] provided a concise review of co-oc-
curence and correlation networks among bacterial communities
derived from 16 s pyrosequencing data. On the basis of HMP data
in their other work, Faust et al. [17] also demonstrated how and
what kind of co-occurrence relationships can be found in microbial
networks in healthy individuals.

A major difference between our study and that of other authors
is personalization of a microbial network and the use of state-of-
the-art unsupervised machine learning methods. Unlike in pre-
vious studies, we first merged niche-based samples to represent
human individuals. Only then did we apply statistical machine
learning algorithms to stratify individuals according to their oral
microbiota. Once such personalized stratification has been com-
pleted, we clustered microbial species per group to examine them
more closely on different microbial networks that can be visualized
in various ways, such as these described by Tumminello et al. [18]
or by Shannon et al. [19].

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Co-regularized spectral clustering algorithm

In this paper we used an adapted version of the multi-view
clustering method described in [15]. Consider we are given a data-

set containing multiple representations. Let XðvÞ ¼ xðvÞi

n on

i¼1
. Note

that here superscript v denotes the representation for a single

view. Let AðvÞ denote an adjacency matrix of the graph constructed

using the data representation in a view v. We can write the nor-

malized Laplacian matrix as LðvÞ ¼ DðvÞ�1=2AðvÞDðvÞ�1=2, where DðvÞ

is the corresponding degree matrix. Following [20] the standard
special clustering problem (or single view spectral clustering
[21]) solves the optimization problem.

min
Q ðvÞ2Rn�c

tr Q ðvÞT LðvÞQ ðvÞ
� �

; s:t: Q ðvÞT Q ðvÞ ¼ I ð1Þ

where Q ðvÞ 2 Rn�c denotes the cluster assignment matrix and c is
number of predefined clusters. In standard spectral clustering the
final cluster membership is obtained by applying the k-means algo-

rithm on the rows of the matrix Q ðvÞ.
In our work we follow derivation described in [15] to obtain

cluster assignment matrix

Jc ¼
XM

v¼1

Xc

l¼1

kHðvÞqðvÞl � qðvÞl k
2

¼
XM

v¼1

Xc

l¼1

qðvÞTl ððHðvÞ � IÞTðHðvÞ � IÞÞqðvÞl

h i

¼ tr Q TððH� IÞTðH� IÞÞQ
h i

;

where Q is a ðMn� cÞmatrix containing the cluster assignments for
all views and H is a ðMn�MnÞ matrix containing predictions of the
linear classifiers. Thus, the optimization problem we solve to deter-
mine cluster assignment matrices for all views is

min
Q2RMn�c

tr Q TððH� IÞTðH� IÞÞQ
h i

s:t: Q T Q ¼ I ð2Þ

The above problem is closely related to the standard spectral clus-
tering and the solutions are given by top-c eigenvectors of the
matrix L ¼ ðH� IÞTðH� IÞ.

2.2. Dataset description and preprocessing

The selected clustering approach was tested on publicly avail-
able dataset. The dataset was downloaded from Human
Microbiome Project website [22,1]. Namely, we used V35 Mothur
Output File originally containing 27,483 OTU counts for 5372 sam-
ples collected from eighteen body locations. We subsampled the
dataset so that it includes only nine oral samples referring to fol-
lowing niches: Saliva, Buccal Mucosa (cheek), keratinized gingiva
(gums), Hard Palate, Palatine Tonsils, Tongue Dorsum, Throat,
Supra- and Subgingival Dental Plaque (tooth biofilm above and
below the gum). The choice of those particular sites is determined
by clinical relevance in understanding mechanisms of oral diseases
such as caries, gingivitis and periodontitis.

Then we created a dataset which represents individual persons
by their oral samples. In this dataset each row is constructed by
stacking all nine oral niches together so that it would be possible
to apply clustering on individual level, not on OTU level. Not all
individuals had all nine oral niches sampled. Since we were not
interested in such individuals, we did not include them in the per-
sonalized dataset. Some individuals were sampled in a few visits.
For such individuals we took only samples collected during the
first visit. As a result we obtained a dataset including 177 individ-
uals. To improve speed of calculations and to consider only most
abundant OTU, we reduced the amount of features by removing
those in which amount of non zero counts per feature was below
60 (roughly one third amount of individuals). Resulting dataset
contained 635 most abundant OTU found in all 9 locations for
177 individuals. Then, we normalized the dataset by forcing row-
wise sum to be equal to one. Next, all features were linearly scaled
between 0 and 100.
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